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Introduction 

Location based technology is one of the fastest developing information technology area. In 

recent years, Mobile phones are equipped with positioning sensors such as GPS devices. Its 

accuracy becomes increasingly higher and the cost is decreasing.  Location based services are  

also emerging. One good example are “navigation services” where system guide the user to the 

destination, or guide the taxi to the place where you are. Manufacturing industry today is 

shifting toward more service oriented approach such as maintenance services.  It is often 

inevitable to grasp the physical place of the product to provide quick and sufficient 

maintenance associated the product.  

 

It becomes important issue to protect individual’s privacy information in our modern society. 

Location based information of individual is often critical privacy information because it tells 

when and where you are or you were.  Location information on each device can be also privacy 

information when the devices are linked to each individual.  User receives the full benefit of 
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location based service in exchange of its own location information necessary for the service. 

This privacy information are to be accumulated in the service provider and/or platform provider.  

If privacy information were once accumulated to a certain level, It becomes threat. 

Concatenation of many privacy information would reveal unanticipated result. And it is 

difficult for individuals to recognize the consequences beforehand. 

 

Location based information is increasing as the ICT power progress. In fact, accuracy and 

frequency of the positioning data will increase. The number of equipments will also increase 

and thus the amount of relevant information will increase very rapidly. That is to say 

“Information explosion” of location based private information come about.  This information is 

accumulated in the service providers and platform providers. These providers must be 

trustworthy. However, the privacy information is often leaked in reality and abuse of those 

information happens in certain level even if maximal attention were to be paid. If certain level 

of leakage were to occur, “information explosion” of those leakage and abuse would happen in 

anyway. 

 

Concern for each individual is how to control those accumulations of privacy information and 

abuse of them. Existing technological and regulatory framework of privacy protection for these 

issues has its own limits. Recent emergence of new global overwhelmed platform provider other 

than conventional telecommunication carrier makes this problem even more difficult. To build 

a sound market for location based service, consumer must feel confidence and new 

technological and regulatory framework must be build. 

 

Understanding above mentioned background and problem consciousness, following 

argument are developed in this paper. 

1. We propose the metric model for leakage and accumulation of location based privacy 

information. Each elements consists of the model are identified and degree of increase is 

also identified. Model shows that degree of increase is the order of exponential.  

2. A concept “Stealth rights “ is proposed to define the right to control the exposure and 

provision of one’s own location based privacy information.  

3. We also propose the model to realize this concept.  For this, we also defined granularity of 

location based information and also proposed system model to implement this concept. In 

this model, user set up his policy to control service adaptation and granularity of the 

information necessary for the service. This provides users with the ability to minimize the 

risk associate with the accumulation of privacy data. 

4. We verified the effectiveness of the model by using the above mentioned metrics model and 
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confirmed the effectiveness.  The risk associated the accumulated privacy data can be 

controlled. 

 

Finally, we overview the problem remained. To establish sound market for location based 

application and industry, it is inevitable to establish the comprehensive and effective 

framework for privacy control.  

 

2. The framework for the problem solving 

 

2.1 previous research 

 

The idea of “ Anonymity Set” was proposed by Chaum (1988) who is famous for his digital 

money based on the blind signature technology.  This idea has been developed by Pfitzmann 

(2000) etc. to the following research theme. That is, based on the anonymity of each users, “how 

could the risk of users to be identified “could be reduced even the service providers collude.  

Nakanishi (2005) etc proposed, as a development of this approach, the method to protect 

anonymity by controlling the granularity of positioning data. These research area reflects the 

Chaum’s philosophy and display academic excellence. But same time does not always fit in the 

real service situation mainly because many services does not promised on anonymity. 

 

Peterson (2005) propose RFC4119 which controls “to whom”, “at where”, “when”, “the 

acknowledgement and acceptance” and the “granularity” etc.  Natsubori (2006) proposed the 

method for disclose the location information according to the disclosure policy which are 

specified according to the set of user’s situation and the target to whom the information is 

disclosed. 

Jocha (2004) proposed the schema where service provider define the control of anonymization 

in addition to the users policy.  These research are practical, but does not mentioned total risk 

where privacy information is accumulated and how to control the situation.  This paper 

attempts to focus these points. 

 

 

3.2  “right to be stealth” and the framework 

 

The term “stealth “ is often used meaning something to spy others. But here “ right to be 

stealth” or “ stealth right” is defined as the individual’s right not to be monitored his own 

behavior namely location information. Right to be stealth is considered to be one of 
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“self-information control right” and provide individual to involvement in collection, use, 

provision, etc. of his own privacy information.  Thus, the stealth right is in the broad sense 

belongs to the self information control right. ( Kunishi, Shinohara).   

The framework of the “stealth rights “ includes the model where user set up the policy and the 

Intermediate between control the delivery and granularity between user and location based 

service provider. The Granularity is defined as information amount calculated by sampling 

frequency and degree of precision of location information. 

 

First characteristics of our framework is to consider the “explosion of personal data “ for 

location information.  Second characteristic of our framework is to propose the “stealth right” 

as is a right to be unknown individuals’ location information.  As the third characteristics, we 

propose the metric model to explain policy and the effect of stealth right. 

 

This model is based on the assumption that, 

(1) A certain rate of leakage and ill-use of personal information is unavoidable. 

(2) Accumulation of these personal data leakage is proportional to the risk associated. 

(3) There exists the threshold that the risk becomes obvious. 

(4) We can control the speed of accumulation of personal data and thus control the time period 

until the risk actualized.  And if the period is long enough, the risk will not realize. 

 

 

4.  A proposal of service models 

4.1 the trusted third party model 

     This model set up the intermediary between user and the location based information 

service provider as is shown in Figure.1.   

 

The intermediary is presumed to be trusted.  This model is based on the fact that mobile 

phone carriers are always monitor the users location and it is the natural assumption that 

mobile phone carrier becomes the trusted third party.  

This model however became not effective anymore for several reasons. Because last few years, 

terminals have equipped with more capacity and the implementation of HTML5 have 

progressed. Thus tracking technology which bypasses the carrier became realized and this  

model is not effective anymore. 
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Figure.1  

 

 

 

4.2 Local proxy model 

 In this model set up the local proxy between user and the Location based service provider.  

The Local proxy monitors and controls the inappropriate acquisition and storage of the 

information which are the matter of concern caused by HTML5 (Goth, 2011) (Schmidt, 

2011)( Ferraro 2011).   Implementation model is shown as Figure 2.  

Acquired data includes not only location data but also other privacy data for the purpose of 

data mining. 
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Figure.2   Implementation of Stealth Rights using Local Proxy 

 

 

The Proxy controls gratuity of location information according to the policy defined by the user 

as follows. 

 

(1) The User set up policy for provision of location information 

a. Time  interval 

b. location  interval 

c. new service  acceptance 

d. acceptance  of increase of new apparatus 

e. increase of accompanying attribute item 

(2) User provides location information and requests location based services. 

(3) Local proxy controls followings. 

a. Storage ( control the information stored ) 

1) Session Storage       control cookies  (include HTML5, Flash ) 

2) Local Storage         control the local accumulation of data 
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3) Global Storage    control the storage of data to the server 

4) Database Storage     control the store of data to the database (ex. Web SQL 

Database API ) 

b. Geo Location ( control reference of location data, GPS, IP address, RFID, Wi-Fi station, 

Cell phone station, Google Maps JavaScript API , etc. ) 

c. LBS ( control information delivered to the Location-based Service Provider ) 

( Holdener, (2011), Lubbers, (2010) )  

  

 Above (a) reduce the risk that the information is used for preparation of intended data 

collections.  (b) ,(c),(d) control the granularity of location information before handover 

to the location-based service providers. 

d. Location based service provider provide results to the Local Proxy. 

e. Local Proxy provide the service results to the user. 

 

 User’s policies are defined as follows. The purposes of these policies are to prevent the 

“Information explosion” related to the location. The factor of the explosion must be identified 

and controlled. 

 

Chart 1  Policy level 

  Policy1 Policy2 Policy3

Allowance Absolute Value Fixed Quantity Fixed Ratio

Approximate

Function
Constant Linear Exponential

Time Interval Max Value Steady Value Fixed Ratio
Location

Interval
Max Value Steady Value Fixed Ratio

New Service

Acceptance
Don't Allow Steady Value Fixed Ratio

Increase Position

Acquisition

Apparatus

Don't Allow Steady Value Fixed Ratio

Increase

Accompanying

Attribute Item

Don't Allow Steady Value Fixed Ratio

 
 

 Sweeney (2001) empirically analyzed the personal information treated in the public services 

in U.K.  He pointed out that the factors of increase of data are, (1) increase of items collected, 

(2) data become collected more individually rather than just as a group, (3) more services 
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emerges which requires personal information in turn. 

 For these reason, we set up the item “ new service acceptance “, “Increase Position acquisition 

apparatus” and “ Increase accompanying attribute item” as factors to be controlled as is shown 

chart 1.   Increase in performance of the equipments leads the factors “Time interval of data 

acquisition “  and “ Granularity of the location information acquired”  

 

 We also set a policy level as policy1, policy2 and policy3.  The contexts of each policy are as 

follows.  

Policy1 intend total volume control which means to limit the personal information to the 

designated fix volume.   

Policy 2 limits the degree of increase not to exceed linear increase.   

Policy 3 permits the exponential increase.   

 To realize these policies, Local Proxy must have the historical data related to the personal 

data exposure for each user, and controls the disclosure according the policy and the history. 

   We emphasize that the control of total volume of the location based information is 

unavoidable to reduce the risk in the “personal data expansion age”.    

 

 

5. Metric model of accumulation of location based information. 

5.1   Acquisition of location based information 

 

We define  as a exponential increase ratio,  as a initial accumulated data, and t as time.   

 

Assuming the increase ratio is constant, 

………………….(1) 
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Chart 3    Acquisition of location based information (exponential) 
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Chart 4     Acquisition of location based information ( linear ) 
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Chart 5    Acquisition of location based information ( constant ) 
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We will position these policies X-Y chart. Where X means independent to continuation, and Y 

means passive and active. 
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Chart 6     policy and the increase of acquisition of data 
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First quadrant is based on the increase of all factors listed.  The third quadrant is the most 

restricted case where the total volume of location information is limited to be constant. 

 

 

5.2 Estimation of the value of factors 

 Information explosion ratio is approximately estimated as  ( kunishi 2010) 

If we assume the Location based information expand with the same ratio. It also expands as 

the ratio  We will divide  into two factors.   represent the factor corresponds to the 

granularity and  correspond to the acceptance of services. 

 

 (6) 

 

 is farther divided into the granularity of time and granularity of space.   is consists of 

several factors. First one is the increase of convenience due to the increase of new services. 

Second one is the increase of equipment due to the increase of service providers. And the third 

one is the increase of data collected associated the new service. 

 is caused by the performance of computation capacity. 

Moor’s law is a experimental rule in computer industry and say twice for 24 months. This leads  

=0.346   

We will assume here both  and  are 0.3 under the rough assumption. 
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6. The effect of the policy 

 

Policies to realize the stealth right are defined in chart 1.  We will visualize the effect of the 

each policy using the above mentioned metrics model. The results are shown at Fig 7. 
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Fig 7  policy and the volume of acquired location based information 

 

 

Chart 2 shows the policy level and the effect of policy and the values of  and  

 

 

Chart2  policy and the factor of increase of acquisition  of location based information 

Policy1 Policy2 Policy3

 Time+Location

 Interval
α1=0.003 α1=0.030 α1=0.300

 New Service

 Acceptance
α2=0.003 α2=0.030 α2=0.300

 Total=α1+α2 0.006 0.060 0.600
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7. Conclusion 

 

In this research the “stealth rights” are defied and implementation model are also discussed.  

In this model user can set up own policy and the proxy control the delivery of location based 

information.   Recently implementation of HTML5 is ongoing and appropriate levels of 

countermeasure are considered in this model. However situation regarding privacy data issue 

are becoming hot issue.  In near future, HTML5 is expected to include more privacy data 

control mechanism.  Then the model we proposed would be more dedicated to the location 

based information control.   
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